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Red Sky Morning, is a horror story about a mailman who transforms into a monster and kills everyone in the
town in which he lives, whenever the influence of his customers, who blame him whenever he delivers
unwanted mail to their doorsteps, and the words of a book that was mysteriously delivered to his mailbox,
become more than he can handle.

Carl Simmons has lived in the small, southern Illinois farming community of Johnsonville all his life and has
delivered the mail there for over twenty years. He knows everyone on his route and about many of their
personal affairs as divulged by the information on the envelopes of mail that he has tucked inside their post
boxes. During the period in which he has been a mail carrier, Carl has been confronted many times by those
who have received discouraging mail and blamed for the upsetting news that it has brought them.

He enjoys his job as courier, but spends his spare time with his best friend Max, a Border collie that he
rescued from the side of the road, rather than with other people, to avoid any more accusations. He and Max
have become so familiar with each other’s body language and speech patterns that they communicate as
effectively as if they were talking to one another.

It begins when Carl returns home one day after making his daily deliveries and finds a mysterious book in
his mailbox that he is sure he did not put there himself. He reads the book and becomes captivated by it when
he realizes the storyline parallels his own life, and the words of the author seem to be giving him a solution
to the daily complaints.

The final straw is when a local man makes public accusations that Carl is responsible for the death of his son,
who was killed while fighting in Afghanistan, just because he delivered the letter from the army. Carl takes
revenge on Johnsonville, killing its inhabitants and setting them in scenes so they appear to be alive.

Travelers, Rick and Linzi, stop at the local gas station for directions when they spot a group of men playing
cards through the large front window. When they go inside, they find the men are dead, and before they can
get back to their car to retrieve Linzi’s cell phone so they can call authorities, Carl smashes the mail truck
into their car and forces them to run for their lives.

They search for survivors, but the only one they find is Max, who convinces them that he can communicate
via the number of barks he emits and shows them the book that caused Carl’s metamorphosis. They take the
book, and Max leads them to the church for refuge, where they find Josh, Amy, Davey, and the reverend,
already hiding there to avoid Carl’s onslaught.

When they try to go inside the church, they find they cannot take the book with them. Its then they realize all
the evil that has befallen Johnsonville is because of the book. They have to make a plan and quick, because
Carl is on their heels, but when their attempts fail, Max goes into action. Find out what happens when Max
grabs the book and dives across the threshold…

This book is a work of fiction. The characters, events, and places portrayed in this book are products of the
author’s imagination and are fictitious or are used fictitiously. Any similarity to real persons, living or dead



is purely coincidental and not intended by the author.
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From reader reviews:

Michael Duckett:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book
so. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoy it. First reading a book will give you a lot of new info. When
you read a reserve you will get new information because book is one of a number of ways to share the
information as well as their idea. Second, looking at a book will make a person more imaginative. When you
reading through a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the story
how the character types do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to other people. When you
read this Red Sky Morning, it is possible to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours
publication. Your knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a e-book.

Eric Sanders:

The publication untitled Red Sky Morning is the guide that recommended to you to learn. You can see the
quality of the guide content that will be shown to anyone. The language that author use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of study when write the book, so the information that
they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of Red Sky Morning from
the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Joyce Matchett:

Often the book Red Sky Morning has a lot info on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can get a
lot of benefit. The book was compiled by the very famous author. Tom makes some research prior to write
this book. That book very easy to read you can find the point easily after scanning this book.

Robert Carroll:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, limited story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not seeking Red Sky Morning that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading habit all over the world
can be said as the means for people to know world much better then how they react towards the world. It
can't be claimed constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who
wants to possibly be success person. So , for all of you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you
may pick Red Sky Morning become your current starter.
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